
Dear Peter , 

38 Th.e Uplands , ~ 

HARPENDEN 

31 Dec 1984 

I have the feeling that this is going to be a modest-in-length letter and 

I can therefo:erisk going to l½ spaci ng . Since no-one else in his or her 

right senses would think of writing a letter an hour before the year ends 

I am also fairly safe as far as competition for the first letter to be written 

in 1985 is concerned - a triumph of one-uµnanship . 

One might trust you to send a card instead of writing a letter , but all 

the same the message was most welcome : no , though the pleasure was great 

indeed , we will not repeat the breakfast meeting in Durban, but we do look 

forward to seeing you in England , possibly in Harpenden, in 1986. lhat wll 

( Ido not seem able to spell this evening, do I ! ) be a very great pl easure . 

Did your papers carry any reports on the articles on SA by Terry Coleman 

in The Guardian? His was an investigation of the Afrikaner: mind (thoughhe 

is no heavyweight) but the result was at times almost an apologia for Afrikaner 

politics past and present. Not surprisingly it generated a number of angry 

letters , including one from Donald Woods and subsequently from Stanley Uys . 

At another time I would have written to protest at Coleman' s tone . To my 

great surprise there was a further letter a day or two ago from a chap Chris 

I..ouw, London correspondent of Die Vaderland (didn' t know that that still 

exists) who , amongst other things , claimed that he abhors apartheid . Sounds 

rather like Mr:s.T. clailoing to be in tears about unemployment . 

Of greater import would seem to be the reports of surveys of (white) SA 
views on talking to the ANC. Of course it is most likely that the SA government 

will not take any notice of that , but at the same time I feel that it is 

something to buil d on , presumably by the opposition in parliament , though 

they may be frightened of being labelled ANG spokesmen. I should much like 

to draft an agenda for an ANC- Nat meeting, but then again one must look 

at the history of the 'negotiations ' about Namibia to see how easily ' dis

cussions ' can be led into the swamps of time. What are your prognostications 

for 1985? Did you manage to see Archi e at all? Does the govt . really ex

pect to stage a plausible treason trial this time? 

The political scene here looks as disastrous as it has at any time in the 
last five years , but the remarkable aspect of it is that most of the new 

thinking on the left is coming from a variety of Marxist groupings , of 

which the most interesting is the cro...,-rj publishing 'Marxism Today ' , in theory 

part of the CP but at daggers drawn with the old guard and quite pluralist 
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in their ideas of what the future in British pol itics should l ook like. 
The rrore traditional Labour peopl e seem to have given up corrmitting their 
ideas to paper , and as a result the Harxists are making all the running. 
Unfortunately t-1rs . T. still seems to have most of the el ectorate in her 
pocket,~ situation which no one can quite understand. A l etter-writer 
in today ' s Guardian canplains that she is used to being lied to by politicians 
but to be lied to as though one was a mindl ess idiot , as the present lot 
are w0nt to do (Lawson is a pr ime example) i s just too much. So we na~ 
on to the next el ection . . .. . . what an awful thought . ,. 

I thougit that this letter would cane to its natural end before now but 
at least you now have no excuse for not getting down to a real l etter before 
your Slllllller is over. i.e have had no winter as yet but it wil 1 cane and 
the state of our coal supplies (here in The Upl ands) may cause us to freeze 
to death before your letter arrives . 

I hope that 1985 is good for the Browns and C.O. 


